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This paper deals with convergence criteria for a special system of non-linear ellip- 
tic boundary value partial differential equations. A fixed point algorithm is used 
which iteratively solves one linearized elliptic partial differential equation at a time. 
We establish conditions which help predict the convergence of the fixed point algo- 
rithm. We prove, under reasonable hypotheses, that the algorithm converges. 
Experimental results are reported which show that algorithm converges in wide 
variety of cases and the convergence is well correlated with the theoretical condi- 
tions introduced in this paper. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the last few years a substantial amount of research has been con- 
ducted in the development of numerical methods to solve partial differen- 
tial equations. In 1984-1985, a software package, called ELLPACK, was 
developed to solve elliptic boundary value partial differential equations 
(PDEs). The various numerical methods used by the ELLPACK package 
have been described in l-161. However, the stability of most of these 
methods has not been studied. Furthermore, in many cases the numerical 
methods available at present do not converge. 
In this paper an attempt has been made to study the effect of non- 
linearity on the convergence of an iterative sequence of functions to an 
approximate solution. The main result of this paper is given in Theorem 1, 
the proof of which is presented in Section 2. The hypotheses of Theorem 1 
were deduced after much experimentation with ELLPACK on a large set 
of problems. A set of conditions is developed under which the iterative 
sequence obtained, using a fixed point algorithm, converges. The fixed 
point algorithm is described in the next the section. Theorem 1 reduces any 
given system of partial differential equations to a set of integral equations. 
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A contraction constant K is computed. The size of K along with other 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 forces the iterative sequence of functions to con- 
verge to an approximate solution. Lemmas 1 and 2 provide the desired 
maximal principles while Lemma 3 provides the upper bounds for double 
integrals, which later are used to compute the contraction constant K as 
required in Theorem 1. 
1. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper Sz will denote the unit square [0, 1 ] x [0, 1 ] and 
(I )I denotes L’ norm. 
This paper is concerned with a class of second-order non-linear elliptic 
PDEs in two independent variables defined in Sz of the form 
ajluixx+Ui*Uj~~+ “. +Uj~U,=fi(X, Y) in 52 
i = 1, 2, .,., n, 
(1) 
where au = a&X, Y, ul, u2, . . . . un), i = 1, 2, . . . . n and j = 1, 2, . . . . 5. As usual, it 
is assumed for every i = 1, 2, . . . . n and j = 1, 2, . . . . 5, that 
1. a&X, Y, t,, tl, . . . . t,) is in C*(Q) for each (tl, t,, . . . . t,) in Iw”. 
2. f$(X, Y, tl, t*, . ..) t,) is continuously differentiable in each tk and 
every (X, Y) in fi, k = 1,2, .,., n. 
3. Ji(X, Y) is in C’(a), i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
4. ui,ui2bf for some yi>O, i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
5. -ai > 6’ for some 6’ > 0, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
The boundary conditions are defined as 
lAi=(hi on aQ, i = 1, 2, . . . . II, (2) 
where, for each i, #i is a continuously differentiable function on each side 
of aa. 
A standard algorithm which may be applied for solving the non-linear 
differential equations, described above, is as follows: 
ALGORITHM 1. Choose initial guesses UP for ui, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
For N = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
For i = 1, 2, . . . . n 
Replace uii by u; = ag(X, Y, uf, . . . . ut), j= 1, 2, . . . . 5 
solve for u”+ ’ from 
u$uf-$’ + u$4;;;’ + . . . + uig4y+’ =f,(X, Y) 
andu”+‘=dionX?i=1,2,...,n 
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The algorithm generates a sequence {UN}, for i= 1,2, . . . . n. As mentioned 
previously, the sequence does not always converge to the exact solution of 
the system defined in (1) and (2). It appears that no general results regard- 
ing the convergence of the sequence generated by Algorithm 1 are available 
in the literature at present. The present study is therefore motivated by this 
fact. 
A set of conditions are given in this paper which guarantee the con- 
vergence of the sequence generated using Algorithm 1. These results are 
presented in Theorem 1. Clearly, the results presented are of considerable 
theoretical importance. Furthermore, these results may also be useful in 
developing suitable numerical methods for solving certain systems of equa- 
tions studied in this paper. 
It will now be helpful to consider the following lemmas needed in the 
sequel. Although different versions of Lemma 1 can be found in [2, 151, it 
is presented here for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose ul, u2, . . . . u, are solutions of (1) and (2). Assume that 
aii is no-negative for j = 1, 2; and i = 1, 2, . . . . n. Let 6 = mini= ,,,.,, ,#, then 
where 
I”il 6 M, i = 1, 2, . . . . n, 
i&f= max {S,“,p l”i17 S:P Ifil/s>* 
i= l,,...,n 
ProoJ: We break up the proof into two cases. We first show that 
max ui < M and then we show min ui > -M, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
Case 1. If ui attain its maximum on 852 then we are done. Let us 
assume that ui attains its maximum in 0. If max ui < 0 we are done. 
Assume max ui > 0. Let Pi in 52 be such that ui(Pi) = max ui > 0 then 
uiX(pi) = O, UiY(Pi) = 0 
ui,Y.t4pi) G O Uiyy(pi) ,< 0. 
Substituting these into (1) we obtain 
aii uj,YA4pi) + aizuiyy(Pi) + ui5”j(pi) =f,(x9 Y)- 
As ail, ai > 0 and a, d -6’ < 0 we have 
Iaj5Ui(Pi)l G suP Ifil, 
R 
which implies 
U,(Pi) < Sup lfil /6 < hf. 
R 
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Case 2. If ui attains its minimum on aS2, we are done. Let us assume 
that ui attains minimum in S2. If min ui 2 0 we are done. So let us suppose 
min ui < 0 and let Qi be such that ui(Qi) = min ui < 0. Then 
As in Case 1, we obtain 
ail UixAQi) + aizuiYAQ<) + ajsUi(Qi) =L,(Qi). 
As a;,, ai > 0 and ai < -6’~ 0 we have 
This implies 
lUi(Qi)I G SUP IfiI /S < M 
n 
and hence min ui 2 -M. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let ui satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Then the gradient 
Du, is bounded on %2 and the bound depends on ui and f;. 
Proof. Since ui is continuous and differentiable on each side of %2, Du, 
can be evaluated on the corners of 52, and the value is Du,(s,, ti), where 
(si, ti) is in the set ((0, 0), (1, 0), (0, l), (1, l)>. Also, using Corollary 6.7 
of [4], given any open subset T of &I not containing the (si, ti), Du,, is 
bounded on T and the bound depends on ui and fi. Hence Du, is bounded 
on a52 and the bound depends on ui and f;. 
LEMMA 3. Let f be a real valued continuous function defined on 0. Let 
h = h, + ih,, where h,, h, are real valued continuous functions defined on fi 
and hI < - ct for some c1> 0 and lhzl < 1. Let sZ+ denote the set where f is 
positive and Sz ~, where f is negative. Then for 0 < E < a/(2( 1 + CC)) there exist 
n, 5 > 0 such that 
i(qx+sy)dXdY >f IlfII-Q(f,h,W), 
where 
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Proof Since 
(h, + ih,) e-‘(q’X+tY) = h, cos(qX+5Y)+h,sin(qX+<Y) 
+i(h,(qX+5Y)-h,sin(rjX+5Y)). 
Therefore 
ID f(h,+ih2)e-i(~X+5Y)dXdY n 
2 IN f(h, cos(qX+ (Y) + h, sin(qX+ (Y)) dXdY . R 
Since 
ff 
f(h, cos(~Xf~Y)+h,sin(+X+~Y))dXdY 
f2 
= 
ff R+ J-P, cos(qX+ lY)+ hz sin(qX+ 5Y)) dXdY 
+ /Ja- Ah1 cos(+Y+ lY) + h2 sin(qX+ 5Y)) dXdY. 
For any small E >O we can find positive real numbers r,r, 5 such that 
cos(q+~)2&--s, sin(q+t)<s, and (h, cos(qX+tY)+h,sin(qX+<Y)( 2 
inf,+((l -E) jhll -E). By hypotheses, h, 6 -a and )h,) 6 1 implies for any 
0 < E < a/2( 1 + a) we can choose q, r positive real numbers such that 
h, cos(tQL+tY)+h, sin(@+rY)<O for all (X, Y) in L2 
and 
Therefore 
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The lemma then follows by observing that, 
2; Ilfll-Q(f,h,Q-). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. Let {aN} be a sequence of numbers bounded by C which con- 
verges to 0 and K a positive real number such that 0 < K < 1. Then for any 
E > 0 there exists N,, such that 
2N 
c 
K’LX 2,A-;++CKN)/(1-K) 
i=O 
for every N 2 N, . 
Proof We have 
2N 
c KiazNei= 5 
2N 
K’a 2&i+ c K”$,- ;. (3) 
i=O i=O i=N+l 
Since the sequence (a,} converges to 0, for any E > 0, there exists N, such 
that a, d E for any m 2 N,. Also, 0 -C K< 1. For N > N,, the first and 
second terms on the right-hand side of (3) then satisfy 
f KiaZNpi<& i K’<E/(~--K) 
i=O i=O 
2N 
1 KiQN-i<CKN i Ki<CKN/(l -K). 
i=N+1 i= I 
Hence 
F KiazNWid(e+CKN)/(l -K) 
i=O 
for every N 3 N, Q.E.D. 
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2. MAIN RESULT 
Now we state and prove the main result of paper. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (u?}, {uf}, . . . . (u:} are sequences generated by 
Algorithm 1 applied to (1) with boundary values (2). Assume that the 
following hypotheses are satisfied: 
1. For each Z, r let A:,,= {(X, Y)EQ:u:-uU~>O}, Bj,,= {(X, Y)EQ: 
of - U: GO}. Let In,, be the smaller of the two sets A:,, and Bi,, (in the 
sense of Lebesgue measure). For every p > 0 there exists Mp such that if 1, 
r> Mp, then meas <p, for i= 1,2, . . . . n. 
2. For each /I > 0 define 
SD= ((X, Y)EQ: dist((X, Y), &?)G/?}. 
Assume for each sequence {UN} there exists a ei> 0 such that, for N 
sufficiently large, (24Nj is monotone on S,,. 
3. There is a 6 > 0 so that -ais 2 6 for all 1, Y, ul, ZQ, . . . . u,. Let co 
and q0 be small positive real numbers (to be determined). The coeffkients 
a,, ui2 are positive and for some c1> 0, 
Uj5+Uilxx+Ui2Yy-Ui3X-Ui4Y-?'Uil--*Ui2~ -a 
for (X, Y, ul, u2, . . . . u,) in D x w  and O< 5 d &,, O<q <qo. Here 
w=[-M,M]x[-M,M]x . . . x[-M,M] n times, where 
4. K, + K2 + ‘. . + K,, < 1, where Ki is defined as follows: 
Lj=max {sup /u~R;~,u~~+u&,u~~+ ... +u~,uNI} 
Rxw 
M,=(b,5+"j~~~+Ui2yy+ ". - 12uil - VZui2) 
oi=i& (Mil 
Ki = L,M,fO,. 
Then UN converges to some ui in Lp, for all p > 1, i = 1,2, . . . . n. 
Proof Since {UN>, for i= 1 to n, are the sequences of approximate 
solutions to the system (l), (2) obtained by using Algorithm 1, they satisfy 
u~-lu~,+u~-lU~y+u~-lUiN,+a~-lu~+u~-lU~=f;.(X, Y), (4) 
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where Q;- ’ = a&X, Y, WY- ‘, . . . . u:- ‘). Similarly, the uyfrn satisfy 
,~+m-‘U~x+m+.~+m-lU~y~m+,~+m-lU~+”+a~+”-’u~y+” 
+a~+m-lu”+m=fi(x, Y). (5) 
Subtract (4) from (5) to obtain 
~,“;+~-l(U~~~-u~X)+a~+~~l(u~~~-U~yy)+ .‘. 
+&+“-‘(Uy+m-Uy) 
(6) 
= -(a~+m-l-,~-l),~x-(,~+m-I 
-($-l)gyyy- . . . -(a~+m-l)Uy. 
Multiplying both sides of (6) with eeitVX+ <‘) and integrating on 0 we have 
il : 
1 
0 [ 
a~+“-‘{UiN,yk.&} +a;+“~-‘{UiNyyQ4iNyy} + ... (7) 
+u~+“-~{uN+~-uN}] e-‘(qX+SY)&dy 
=- 
II 
: : [(a$+“-l-u;-‘)&,,+ . . . 
+(u~+“-‘-~~-‘)u~]e-‘(~~+~~)~~~Y 
Integrating twice by parts the first two terms on the left-hand side of (6) 
we obtain 
1 1 
ss 
u~+mm1(~~~m-~~X)e-i(q’X+5Y)~~~Y 
0 0 
zz 
II 
; 
1 
o C( 
u~~~-~-~2u~+m-l)(u~+~-u~)] e-i(qX+5Y)dXdy 
-2iq ’ 
s.l 
1 
0 0 
u~,+m-l(UN+m-UiN)e-‘(qX”Y’dXdY+ T;“I;,N+m, (8) 
where 
s 
1 
NN+m- 
T,; ,  - a:+“-‘(1, Y)(z&+~(~, Y)-z&(1, Y)} e-i’V++yY)dY 
0 
s 
1 
- u~+~-‘(O, Y){u$+~(O, Y)-z&O, Y)} eCicYdY, 
0 
m/139/2-IO 
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and 
Ii 1 1 &+m-y*iN;tm- uryy) e-‘qX+‘Y’&dy 
0 0 
= 
IS 
l ’ [aizyy N+m-I -52a~+m-‘)(UN+m_UN),-;(sx+fy)dXdy 
0 0 
- 2i5 1: 1: ugj!m-‘(uf’+m uf”) e-i(@‘+CY) - dXdY+ T$y+“‘, (9) 
where 
TN,N+m 
2u, = 
s 1 
0 
a;+“‘-‘(X, l)(~r~+~(X, 1)-z&(X, l)} e-i(“X+C’dX 
- I 
1 
0 
a$+"-'(X, O){U$+~(X, 0)-t&(X, 0)} e-i"XdX. 
Integrating by parts the third and fourth terms on the left-hand side of (7) 
we obtain 
1 1 
Ij 
u~+“-l(U~+m-U~)e-‘(~X+C-Y)dXdy 
0 0 
1 1 
- 
II 
,~=m-I(UN+m-UN)e-(tlx+xiy)dXdY 
0 0 
+jq j; j; a~+“-‘(u”+“-u”)e-i(~X+CY)dXdY (10) 
and 
1 1 
si 
a~+“-‘(U~m-Ur/y)e-i’~~+~Y)dXdY 
0 0 
1 1 
=-- 
SI 
u!‘$,“‘-~(u~+m- UN) e-‘(‘JX+tY) dxdy 
0 0 
+ jc lo 1: a~+m-‘(U~+m - uf’) e-‘(q*t’) dxdy. (11) 
We denote the right-hand side of (7) by S TG m and apply (8t( 11) to the 
left-hand side of (6) to obtain 
1 1 
IS 
,N+m--(UN+m_UN)e-i(~x+cy)d~dy+T~,N+m+TZN;,N+m 
0 0 
= dxdy, (12) 
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where 
,:,+*-‘=(,~+*-l+.~~~-,+,~:,-l+ . . . ++;“;+m~Lpa!p4) 
- 
i(2rlailX 
N+*--+2(,!$*--+ . ..). 
Taking absolute values on both sides of (12) we obtain 
(13) 
From Lemma 1 and hypothesis 3 we know the sequence {UN} is bounded 
by M. Hypothesis 3 also implies that h3; = Re(8;+“- ‘) is bounded above 
by --c(. The imaginary part hz= Im(6”+‘+‘) may be made smaller than 
1 by choosing small values for q and C. Given 0 < E < c(/(2( 1 + a)) there are 
4, 5 > 0 so that Lemma 3 can be applied to the left-hand side of (13) to 
obtain 
Since aii is smooth in u,, u2, . . . . U, we can apply the mean value theorem to 
s”+*, - 
I. N (a,, 
N+m~l-a+-l ,, )U~x-(a~+“-‘-aar:‘))uy- ... 
-(af;+*-‘-aEpl)UN 
to obtain 
where each a$, derivative term is evaluated at an intermediate point. 
Therefore, 
By Lemma 2 the Dur are uniformly bounded on 852 and hypothesis 2 
implies that each component of Du” converges on X?. As N goes to 
infinity, TricNfrn and T$,N+ m go to 0 by the Lebesgue dominated con- 
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vergence because DUN converges on 80 and they are bounded. We denote 
Tz,N+m + T$,N+m by o,(l). Using (14) and (11) in (13) one obtains 
Dividing both sides of (15) by a/2, we get 
where Ki = 2LJa. Thus combining (15) for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, we get 
-u”ll -aE+“<K 
where 
(16) 
K=i Ki 
i= 1 
By iterating (16), we get 
ig, llUN+m - uyJ( <‘KN i I/u: - $[I+ i Kicc~?~-j. (17) 
i=l j=O 
Using hypothesis 1 and the fact that x1= 1 oi(l) goes to 0, aE+m goes to 0 
as N goes to infinity. By hypothesis 4, 0 <K-C 1. Let E, > 0, then there 
exists Nr such that a;+“’ GE, for N> 2N1. Applying Lemma 4 to the 
second term on the right-hand side of (17) for cl, one gets 
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where N3 2N,(s,). By Lemma 1, sup0 \z$\ GM for i= 1,2, . . . . n, 
N= 0, 1, 2, . . . . Hence, 
<C,KN+(~l+CKN’2)/(1-K). (18) 
By choosing c1 suffkiently small and N sufficiently large, the right-hand 
side of (18) can be made as small as one wants. Hence, {u”} is Cauchy in 
L’ for each i. Furthermore, as these are uniformly bounded in supnorm, 
(UN) has Lp convergence for p > 1. This completes the proof. 
3. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM AND EXAMPLES 
For Theorem 1 we used fixed point algorithm (Algorithm 1) to generate 
the sequence {UN). However, in practice, one uses numerical techniques to 
obtain approximations (which could be polynomials) to the (UN}. In this 
section we present a second algorithm for this purpose and some examples 
on which this algorithm is applied. 
ALGORITHM 2. Choose initial guesses up for uj, i = 1, 2, ..,, n. 
1. For N=O,1,2 ,_.. 
2. (a) Replace each of the a, by 
a; = a,(x, y, ur”, u:, . . . . Id,“) 
for i= 1,2, .,,, n, j= 1,2, . . . . 5 
(b) Apply any method, for example a linite element or a linite difference method, to 
each of the equations with modified coefficients. Call the functions so obtained 
3. Test for Convergence. 
4. End iteration. 
N+L Iv+ I u, ,Ul N”i L ,-.>U, 
As is clear, the idea here is to apply a numerical method (any method) 
on each of the equations. We assume that the accuracy of the numerical 
method to compute z$’ is high enough that does not interfere with the 
accuracy of Algorithm 2. 
We have already seen, sequences {UN} that satisfy the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1 are Lp convergent, for all p > 1. If the approximations are good 
in step 2(b) of Algorithm 2, we should expect the sequences to satisfy the 
hypotheses fairly closely. Thus the conclusions regarding these should also 
be the same. In other words the approximate iterates should converge 
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within the accuracy of the numerical method used. Two examples are now 
considered to illustrate the hypotheses of the main theorem of this paper. 
EXAMPLE 1. The system is 
L,(u,u)=(x2+1)u,,+(y2+1)uyy+3xu, 
+(y+l)u,-(u+vflO)u=f(x,y) 
L,(u, u) = ex+y 0, + (sin(xy + 2) + 2) 0, 
+4xyo,-(u+Uu+v+15)u=g(x,y) (19) 
with (x, y) E Q and 
u(x, y) = (x-0.1)(x - O.S)(y + 0.5) 
u(x, y) = sin(2xy) + 0.01 
(20) 
on the boundary of a. Functions f and g were computed by using u and 
u from (20) because these are the exact solutions to (19). In this example 
we generated iterative sequences by using Algorithm 2 and observed rapid 
convergence to the exact solution. The value of K, + K2 in this case is less 
than 0.129. 
EXAMPLE 2. The system is 
~,(u,o)=(X2+y+l)u,,+(X2+~*+l)Uyy-(U+U+5)U=f(X,y) (21) 
L2(u, u) = (sin(xy) + 2)u,, + (cos(x) + 2)u, - (U + uu + u + 15)~ = g(x, y) 
with (x, y) E Q and 
24(x, y) = sin(50xy) cos(5Oxy) 
(22) 
u(x,y)=sin(100x)+cos(1OOy) 
on the boundary of Q. Functions f and g were computed by using u and 
u from (22) because these are the exact solutions to (21). In this example 
we generated iterative sequences by using Algorithm 2 and observed no 
convergence. The value of K, + K2 in this case exceeds 5. 
Figure 1 which illustrates the interaction between the hypotheses 1 and 
4 of Theorem 1 in the convergence of Algorithm 2. This analysis is done 
with systems of two non-linear elliptic partial differential equations with 
given boundary values, defined on a unit square. Algorithm 2 is implemen- 
ted in ELLPACK on Vax 11/780 using single precision arithmetic. The 
y-axis of the graph represents the averages of meas(Q,,,,+ ,) and 
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DConvergence Points 
0 Slow Convergence Points 
a No Convergence Points 
1 2 3 4 5 
Kt + Kz 
FIG. 5.1, Illustration of the interaction between hypothesis 1 of Theorem 4 (the ordinate) 
and hypothesis 4 of Theorem 4 (the abscissa). 
meas(SLijN,N+l}, where N= 1,2, . . . . 8 and the x-axis represents the values 
K, + k;. We show curves II and l2 on the graph which separate the 
problems into three cases: divergence, slow convergence and fast con- 
vergence. The points under the curve IL represent problems where we have 
fast convergence. Points between 1, and & represent problems where we 
have slow convergence and points above the curve I2 represent problems 
with divergence. Figure 1 shows an interplay between hypotheses 1 and 4. 
As mentioned above, convergence may be attained in spite of violation of 
one of the hypothesis if the other one is satisfied strongly. In other words, 
if KI + K2 is quite small then convergence does not depend on the size of 
the set CC. This is as one would expect. On the other hand, if these sets 
are quite small then convergence may occur even when K, + K2 is large 
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enough for one to expect rapid divergence. Then there is an intermediate 
region the two hypotheses interact to determine the convergence or 
divergence of the sequences {UN). 
Thus Theorem 1 provides only sufficient conditions for convergence. It 
seems that these conditions can be used fairly efficiently as a basis for 
judging convergence. 
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